Assignment Objectives

- To research accounting topics using the FASB Codification system.
- To clearly communicate research findings.
- To document using paraphrasing, direct quotes, citations, and references.
- To write a topic sentence for each response and one more sentence(s) containing relevant, detailed information with proper documentation.

Research Questions

Gertrude Feliz, the engagement partner at your firm, has given you a research assignment. She wants to know how to treat the following accounting issues for clients that are publicly-traded companies.

Question 1.

Alpha, Inc. received compensation for the condemnation of its manufacturing plant through eminent domain proceedings to make way for a new freeway. During the same year, Alpha used the proceeds to purchase a parcel of land at another location to construct a new plant to replace the old one. How should Alpha account for the condemnation award?

Question 2.

Ronald Company’s total receivables are valued at $5.4 million. Of these, $.1 million are due from employees and $1.3 million are notes receivable. How should Ronald report its receivables?

Writing Assignment

Write a memo of not more than one page that clearly and concisely answers the two research questions. Use direct quotes and paraphrasing to demonstrate that you understand proper documentation. Use direct quotes to answer research question 1 and paraphrasing to answer research question 2. Also, use APA style for citations and references. References should be listed on a separate page.

Use the FASB online Accounting Standards Codification (ASC) for researching these questions. To access this online database and search engine, you will need the login name and password you received in ACCT 350. The login URL for the ASC is [http://aaahq.org/ascLogin.cfm](http://aaahq.org/ascLogin.cfm)
STUDENT PEER REVIEW FORM

(To be completed after receiving instructions from your ACCT 351COM professor)

Writer's Name_________________________________ Your Name __________________________________

Has the author numbered the two responses to the research questions? (Do not repeat the research question.) Does each response begin with a topic sentence? Does the topic sentence include the research topic and the conclusion?

Does response 1 have at least one direct quote from the accounting standards to explain the treatment? Are the quotes properly formatted and cited using APA style?

Does response 2 use only paraphrasing from the accounting standards to explain the treatment. Does the author use his/her own writing style to paraphrase? Is the information clear, concise, and adequate? Are the paraphrases properly cited using APA style?

Do the references appear on a single, separate page? Are the sources formatted in proper APA style? Is there a continuation-page heading in the left-hand corner? Is proper capitalization used for APA style?

Does the document maintain surface level correctness in terms of syntax, grammar, spelling, punctuation, word choice, and format (margins, spacing, and font)? Has proper memo format been used? Is there a brief purpose paragraph that connects with the reader and a goodwill closing?